Magnetic-field gradients are important for single-site addressability and electric-dipole spin resonance of spin qubits in semiconductor devices. We show that these advantages are offset by a potential reduction in coherence time due to the non-uniformity of the magnetic field experienced by a nuclear-spin bath interacting with the spin qubit. We theoretically study spins confined to quantum dots or at single donor impurities, considering both free-induction and spin-echo decay. For quantum dots in GaAs, we find that, in a realistic setting, a magnetic-field gradient can reduce the Hahn-echo coherence time by almost an order of magnitude. This problem can, however, be resolved by applying a moderate external magnetic field to enter a motional averaging regime. For quantum dots in silicon, we predict a cross-over from non-Markovian to Markovian behavior that is unique to these devices. Finally, for very small systems such as single phosphorus donors in silicon, we predict a breakdown of the common Gaussian approximation due to finite-size effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most intriguing features of spins in semiconductor nanostructures is our ability to determine decoherence mechanisms for these systems from first principles. Although complex spin dynamics in the presence of the relevant interactions can be difficult to evaluate, these interactions can be known to a high degree of precision and irrelevant terms systematically dropped from the Hamiltonian. Indeed, for electron spin qubits confined to quantum dots in GaAs or natural Si, the dominant contribution to dephasing is known to be the Fermi contact hyperfine interaction between the electron spin and nuclear spins in the surrounding host material.
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The contact hyperfine interaction divides naturally into two contributions: a secular (diagonal) part that commutes with the electron Zeeman term, for which dynamics are reversible by Hahn echo, 2 and a non-secular (off-diagonal) part, the so-called flip-flop interactions, which may lead to a more complex dynamics. In the presence of a large electron Zeeman splitting compared to the total hyperfine interaction strength, perturbative expansions can be used to calculate the contribution of flip-flop interactions to decoherence. 5, 6 Alternative techniques such as cluster expansions or high-order partial resummations have also been used to estimate dynamics due to flip-flops in the low-field limit.
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In addition to hyperfine interactions, dipole-dipole coupling between nuclear spins can induce internal dynamics in the nuclear-spin bath, which can act back on the electron spin through hyperfine interactions, resulting in decoherence. This process of electron-spin decoherence due to fluctuations in the nuclear-spin bath (spectral diffusion 12 ) is independent of the applied magnetic field for moderately large fields and is not fully reversible by spin-echo, 13, 14 thereby typically limiting achievable coherence times.
Electron spins confined in silicon using either quantum dots 4 or at single phosphorus donors 15, 16 may have significant advantages over spins in GaAs quantum dots, since natural silicon contains only 4.7% nuclear-spin-carrying 29 Si, a figure that can be further reduced by isotopic purification.
Although the long coherence times achievable for semiconductor spin qubits are certainly an advantage, control and scalability are also required for potential applications in quantum information processing. A useful tool in this respect is a magnetic-field gradient. Indeed, electron-spin resonance of single electron spins in lateral dots in GaAs has been demonstrated using inhomogeneous magnetic fields generated by cobalt micromagnets. 17, 18 Recent proposals suggest to use these gradients to achieve strong coupling of single electron spins to a coplanar-waveguide resonator, 19 in particular in Si where coherence times are longer. Interactions with a resonator can be used for a qubit readout 20, 21 or to mediate interactions between distant spin qubits, 22 an important step toward scalability.
In this article, we calculate the effect of such an inhomogeneous magnetic field on the coherence of (electron or heavy-hole) spin qubits. These results can be applied to a number of experimentally relevant scenarios (see Fig. 1 ). We account for the secular hyperfine interaction along with the electron-and nuclear-Zeeman terms due to an inhomogeneous magnetic-field gradient. This inhomogeneity can lead to dynamics in the nuclear-spin system and a consequent decay of electron-spin coherence, similar to the case of spectral diffusion from nuclear dipolar interactions. We further show that a magnetic-field gradient can result in the failure of two typical techniques used to mitigate decoherence due to the nuclear environment: nuclear spin state narrowing and Hahn echo. State narrowing involves the preparation of the nuclearspin bath in a narrow distribution of eigenstates of the nuclear field operator. Ideally, this corresponds to an exact eigenstate of the component of the nuclear field along an applied magnetic field. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The presence of a transverse magnetic-field gradient destroys this dephasing-free nuclear-spin state, leading to free-induction decay (FID) Logical spin qubit {| ↑, | ↓}
FIG. 1: (Color online)
Various physical systems considered in this paper. We study spin dynamics for both singleand double-dot geometries. In the double-dot case, we consider either (i) a single electron shared by the two dots or (ii) an electron in each dot, with spin states expressed in the singlet-triplet basis, {|S = (| ↑↓ − | ↓↑)/ √ 2, |T0 = (| ↑↓ + | ↓↑)/ √ 2}. The associated electron envelope wavefunctions can be either hydrogenic (relevant for a donor impurity) or Gaussian (relevant for a quantum dot) in dimension d = 1, 2, or 3.
of the spin qubit. The second technique, a Hahn echo (HE), involves a refocusing pulse applied at time t after initial preparation. This procedure reverses the evolution of the spin qubit under a static secular hyperfine coupling, allowing for a retrieval of coherence at time 2t. In this case, the presence of an inhomogeneous transverse magnetic field then leads to a finite nuclear-spin-bath correlation time, preventing the full recovery of spin-qubit coherence.
Our analysis of a transverse magnetic-field gradient on the decoherence dynamics of spin qubits applies to several different systems: spins in quantum dots formed in, e.g., either III-V semiconductors or Si, and to single P donor impurities in Si (Si:P) (see Fig. 1 ). In each case, we find that a magnetic-field gradient can decrease the coherence time, relative to known coherence times in the absence of a magnetic-field gradient. In addition to electron spins, our dephasing model is directly applicable to hole spins in III-V semiconductors, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and may give insight into dephasing from the nuclear quadrupolar interaction due to inhomogeneous strain in InAs nanowires.
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The remainder of this article is divided as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the Hamiltonian accounting for Zeeman terms coupling to the spin qubit and nuclear-spin bath for an inhomogeneous magnetic field, as well as the secular hyperfine coupling. We then derive an exact formula for the spin coherence factor. In Sec. III, we introduce a perturbative method to obtain simple expressions for the coherence factor with associated parametric dependences. In Sec. IV, we obtain analytical expressions for the electron spin coherence factor in the context of free-induction decay for an initial narrowed nuclearspin state and for Hahn echo with an initial infinitetemperature thermal state of the nuclear-spin system. In Sec. V, we apply our model to the physical systems shown in Fig. 1 and make testable predictions for experiments that we expect to be realizable with present technology. We conclude in Sec. VI with a discussion of the most important results presented here and possible implications for future experiments on spin dynamics in these systems.
II. HAMILTONIAN AND EXACT SOLUTION
We consider a single electron spin interacting with a nuclear-spin bath through hyperfine coupling. In general, the coupling may arise from the Fermi contact term 34 (most relevant for electrons in III-V semiconductors), purely anisotropic interactions (relevant for, e.g., hole spins in III-V semiconductors 28 ), or both (relevant for, e.g., spins in silicon 35 ). We will, however, consider only the cases where spin dynamics is dominated by the secular hyperfine coupling (the part that commutes with the electron Zeeman term). We allow for a positiondependent external magnetic field B ext (r) = B
x (r)x + Bẑ, B being a constant, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . We further take B ext (r) and the electron envelope wavefunction ψ(r) to satisfy d 3 rB ext (r)|ψ(r)| 2 = Bẑ [this is true, e.g., when B x (r) is an odd function of z, while |ψ(r)| is an even function of z, as in Fig. 2(a) ]. Adding a secular hyperfine coupling gives (setting = 1),
k is the Overhauser field, with sums over nuclear spins k, b = g * µ B B is the electron Zeeman splitting, and γ k b
The nuclear gyromagnetic ratios are thus given by γ k g * µ B , with µ B the Bohr magneton and g * the effective g-factor. Finally, A k ∝ |ψ(r k )| 2 is the hyperfine coupling strength at nuclear site k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. These couplings are calculated as functions of k for several relevant wavefunctions in Appendix A.
Eigenstates ofĤ, Eq. (1), are simultaneous eigenstates ofŜ z , which we denote {| ↑, | ↓}. Since there is no interaction between nuclear spins, the eigenstates ofĤ can further be written as a product of nuclear-spin states of definite angular momentum along the direction of an effective field h σ k , [see Fig. 2(b) ], for each nuclear spin at site k with electron spin σ =↑, ↓. These states can be obtained from an electron-spin-state-dependent rotationR
as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . This gives the exact electron-spin coherence factor C(t), defined by Ŝ + (t) = Ŝ + (0)C(t), for two protocols: (i) free-induction decay and (ii) Hahn echo.
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Various physical systems considered in this paper. We study spin dynamics for both singleand double-dot geometries. In the double-dot case, we consider either (i) a single electron shared by the two dots or (ii) an electron in each dot, with spin states expressed in the singlet-triplet basis,
The associated electron envelope wavefunctions can be either hydrogenic (relevant for a donor impurity) or Gaussian (relevant for a quantum dot) in dimension d = 1, 2, or 3.
of the spin qubit. The second technique, a Hahn echo (HE), involves a refocusing pulse applied at time t after initial preparation. This procedure reverses the evolution of the spin qubit under a static secular hyperfine coupling, allowing for a retrieval of coherence at time 2t. In this case, the presence of an inhomogeneous transverse magnetic field then leads to a finite nuclear-spin-bath correlation time, preventing the full recovery of spin-qubit coherence. We note that the dephasing mechanism considered here is distinct from that recently investigated in Ref. 28 , in which fluctuations in the Zeeman gradient acting on the electron-spin system lead to decoherence.
Our analysis of a transverse magnetic-field gradient on the decoherence dynamics of spin qubits applies to several different systems: spins in quantum dots formed in, e.g., either III-V semiconductors or Si, and to single P donor impurities in Si (Si:P) (see Fig. 1 ). In each case, we find that a magnetic-field gradient can decrease the coherence time, relative to known coherence times in the absence of a magnetic-field gradient. In addition to electron spins, our dephasing model is directly applicable to hole spins in III-V semiconductors, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and may give insight into dephasing from the nuclear quadrupolar interaction due to inhomogeneous strain in InAs nanowires.
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The nuclear gyromagnetic ratios are thus given by γ k g * µ B , with µ B the Bohr magneton and g * the effective g-factor. Finally,
2 is the hyperfine coupling strength at nuclear site k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. These couplings are calculated as functions of k for several relevant wavefunctions in Appendix A.
Eigenstates ofĤ, Eq. (1), are simultaneous eigenstates ofŜ z , which we denote {| ↑ , | ↓ }. Since there is no interaction between nuclear spins, the eigenstates ofĤ can further be written as a product of nuclear-spin states of definite angular momentum along the direction of an effective field h σ k , [see Fig. 2(b) ], for each nuclear spin at site k with electron spin σ =↑, ↓. These states can be obtained from an electron-spin-state-dependent rotationR
Example of a device studied in this paper. A constant longitudinal magnetic field Bẑ and an inhomogeneous transverse magnetic field B x (r)x are applied to an electron spin interacting with a nuclear-spin bath. The light blue circles illustrate the range r0 of the electron wavefunction ψ(r) in the specific case of a double quantum dot with left (|L ) and right (|R ) single-particle orbital states separated by a distance l. (b) Total effective field h ↑/↓ k experienced by nuclear-spin k, including Knight shifts coming from the secular hyperfine interaction (of strength A k ) with the electron spin, which can be in state | ↑ or | ↓ . This can be viewed as an electron-spin-dependent rotation of the nuclear spin precession axis by an angle φ ↑/↓ k , which also depends on the Zeeman field γ k (b x k , 0, b). Thus, because of the inhomogeneous magnetic field, the precession axis is slightly different for each nuclear spin. This leads to a finite correlation time for collective states of the nuclear-spin bath, preventing the full recovery of electron spin coherence.
as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) .
This gives the exact electron-spin coherence factor C(t), defined by Ŝ + (t) = Ŝ + (0) C(t), for two protocols: (i) free-induction decay and (ii) Hahn echo.
For both Hahn echo and free-induction decay, we take an initial nuclear-spin state of the formρ I (0) = M j=1 p j |j j|, with |j = k |ψ j k , i.e., a statistical mixture containing M tensor-product states. In this paper, we will focus on two possible initial states: narrowed states and infinite-temperature thermal states. Narrowed nuclear-spin states are defined as a mixture of eigenstates {|j } ofĥ z having the same eigenvalue for all j: h z |j = h n z |j . For numerical evaluation, we generate such a state by taking |ψ j k = |I k , m j k and p j = δ jj (i.e., M = 1), with the values of m j k uncorrelated for different k and chosen randomly from a uniform distribution. To evaluate thermal averages over infinite-temperature states, we take p j = 1/M with |ψ j k a random spin coherent state with quantization axis sampled uniformly on the unit sphere independently for each k, j. The value of M is set by increasing this value until the coherence factor has converged to within approximately 1%; we find a value M ∼ 100 is typically sufficient for convergence.
In the case of free-induction decay, the time-evolution operator is simplyÛ (t) = e −iĤt and the coherence factor is given by C(t) = j p j C j (t), with
and where we have introducedQ
In the case of Hahn echo, a refocusing pulse (a π-pulse, with unitary given by the Pauli matrixσ x ) is applied at time t, and again at time 2t to return the spin to its initial state. Thus, the time-evolution operator is given bŷ U (2t) = e −iσ xĤσx t e −iĤt and the electron-spin coherence factor is
(6) Note that we have dropped the explicit t-dependence on E ↑/↓ k in Eq. (6) . Knowing the distribution of hyperfine couplings, magnetic-field distribution, and gyromagnetic ratios for the nuclear spins, Eqs. (3) and (6) can be used to compute the exact electron-spin coherence factor numerically. The calculation involves a product of O(N ) square matrices of dimension 2I +1, N being the number of nuclear spins within r 0 , the effective (donor or quantum-dot) Bohr radius. Therefore, for large systems with 10 6 nuclear spins, the computation time can become rather long. More importantly, Eqs. (3) and (6) do not give any physical insight into the coherence time of the electron spin with respect to relevant physical parameters. For these two reasons, in the rest of this paper, we seek approximate expressions for the coherence factor which have a simpler form.
III. SIMPLIFIED COHERENCE FACTOR
In this section, we approximate C(t) using a Magnus expansion. The Magnus expansion is a perturbation theory in the amplitude of Knight-shift fluctuations ∼ A k relative to the typical rate of nuclear-spin fluctuations
We will be able to truncate the expansion for the time-evolution operator at leading order in A k /ω k 1, giving expressions for both freeinduction decay and Hahn echo. In addition, we will invoke a Gaussian approximation, valid for a large uncorrelated nuclear-spin bath, to obtain simple approximate expressions for the coherence factor. We ultimately show that, at leading order in the Magnus expansion, the coherence factor for a nuclear-spin bath in a narrowed state is only affected by fluctuations of transverse components of the nuclear field,ĥ x ,ĥ y , whereas all components (ĥ x ,ĥ y ,ĥ z ) are equally important for an infinitetemperature thermal state. This approach generalizes that applied in the recent work of Ref. 33 on hole-spin dynamics.
A. Time-evolution operators
We first move the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1),Ĥ =Ĥ 0 +V , to the interaction picture with perturbationV =ĥ zŜz and takingĤ 0 to be the Zeeman terms, yieldinĝ
where
In the Magnus expansion,
38,39 the time-evolution operator is recast in the formÛ (t) = e −iĤM(t) , whereĤ M (t) is given by a series expansion,Ĥ M (t) = ∞ n=0Ĥ (n) (t). The termĤ (n) (t) contains n+1 time integrals over the rapidly oscillating perturbationV (t). We therefore expect rapid convergence of the Magnus expansion in the limit of large ω k , which sets the oscillation frequency forV (t). Explicit formulas for the lowest orders of the Magnus expansion are given in the literature. 38, 39 Criteria for the convergence of the Magnus expansion are discussed for specific physical systems considered here in Appendix C.
At leading order in the Magnus expansion,Û (t) e −iĤ (0) (t) . As will be shown below, this leading-order analysis is sufficient to describe the dynamics of the coherence factor in several different spin systems. In the case of free-induction decay,
For Hahn echo, π-pulses are applied at times t and 2t, leading toŜ z →σ xŜzσx = −Ŝ z . Therefore,
In both cases (free-induction decay and Hahn echo), we have found an approximate evolution operator of the form exp[−iŜ zX (t)], whereX(t) = k h k (t) ·Î k has the simple form of independent time-varying effective fields h k (t) on each nuclear spin. As expected, if b
fluctuates only alongẑ, resulting in pure dephasing on a time scale T * 2 for a random initial nuclear-spin state. This decay will not occur, however, if the nuclear bath is initially in a narrowed state. For a narrowed initial state, dephasing will arise entirely from the transverse components, h 
B. Gaussian approximation and finite-size effects
The steps taken above have allowed us to obtain a simpler approximate evolution operator in the interaction picture. Nevertheless, applying this simplified evolution operator to find the coherence factor C(t) typically leads to complicated expressions, especially for the case of large nuclear spin, I > 1/2. Therefore, we will take advantage of the large number of nuclear spins usually present in semiconductor devices to introduce the Gaussian approximation.
We will use the same symbol,Ĥ (0) (τ ), for the leadingorder term in the Magnus expansion for both Hahn echo and free-induction decay. For the case of free-induction decay, we take τ = t and for Hahn echo, τ = 2t. The transverse spin is then given by
where φ(τ ) = bt for free-induction decay and φ(τ ) = 0 for Hahn-echo. We have also introduced
.e., L 0 (t) is the Liouvillian superoperator associated withĤ (0) (τ ). In both Eqs. (9) and (11),
acts only on nuclear-spin degrees of free-dom. This important property allows us to calculate each power in the Taylor series expansion of e iL0(τ )Ŝ+ , giving e iL0(τ )Ŝ+ = exp[iX(τ )]Ŝ + . For an initial state of the formρ S (0) ⊗ρ I (0), withρ S (0) andρ I (0) respectively the initial spin-qubit and nuclear-spin states, we find Ŝ + (τ ) = Ŝ + (0) C χ (τ ). This defines the coherence factor for a nuclear-spin bath initially in state
Since dephasing arises from fluctuations in the nuclear field, we define δ χX (τ ) =X(τ ) − X (τ ) χ = k h k (τ ) · δ χÎk , and the coherence factor becomes
The Gaussian approximation then corresponds to taking
. This approximation is justified when the following two conditions are met:
1. There are no correlations between nuclear spins, i.e.
where N is the number of nuclear spins within the range of the electron wavefunction.
The first condition is always met for the states introduced in Section II, i.e. infinite-temperature states and narrowed states. However, the number of nuclear spins N needed to adequately satisfy the second criterion can be very large. Indeed, as discussed in Appendix D, subleading corrections to the Gaussian approximation are typically only suppressed by ∼ O (1/N α ), with α < 1 (α = 1/4 for free-induction decay and α = 1/8 for Hahn echo). Thus, non-Gaussian corrections can have an important effect in small systems such as single phosphorus donors in silicon, where N ∼ 10 2 . As will be shown in Section V B 2, in situations where the Gaussian approximation predicts Gaussian (∼ e −t 2 ) decay, the exact solution will rather exhibit exponential (∼ e −t ) behavior. For the rest of this section, we assume that N is sufficiently large to avoid these finite-size effects. We can then proceed to the calculation of explicit coherence-factor formulas for each considered nuclear-spin state. We first consider an infinite-temperature thermal state, which we model as described in Section II, i.e. by a statistical mixtureρ I (0) = j p j |j j| of M states |j = k |ψ j k , with each nuclear spin randomly oriented in space. In this state, nuclear spins are uncorrelated, justifying use of the Gaussian approximation. Calculating the moments involved in Eq. (15) and taking M → ∞, we find that the only nonvanishing contributions come from (Î
, and the coherence factor reduces to
Thus, for an infinite-temperature thermal state, all components of the nuclear field (ĥ For a narrowed state,ρ n = j p j |j j|, we use the fact that
Within each instance j, nuclear-spin fluctuations on different sites are uncorrelated (i.e., δ jÎ z k δ jÎ z k ∝ δ k,k ), so we apply the Gaussian approximation to calculate each C j (τ ). Calculating moments, we find that all the moments involved vanish in each state |j , except for Î z k , (δ jÎ 
. The result is further simplified when N is large and the polarization of nuclear spins is uniform enough for m j k to be considered independent of the site k. We then replace every (m 2 by its expectation value
, with p(m) a probability distribution over accessible values of m. Taking p(m) to be uniform, we find (
. Inserting the calculated moments in Eq. (15) and considering a single realization j of a narrowed state, we obtain
appears only in the phase φ n (τ ), and therefore does not contribute to the decay of the coherence factor. This is a direct consequence of the vanishing variance inĥ z for a narrowed state.
IV. COHERENCE MEASUREMENT PROTOCOLS
In the previous section, we found compact expressions for C(τ ) for a nuclear-spin bath initially in an infinite-temperature thermal or narrowed state. We now use these results to obtain characteristic features of the coherence dynamics under a magnetic-field gradient. In other words, we replace
In each case, we study both short-time and longtime behavior. We first consider free-induction decay for an initially narrowed nuclear-spin state and show that at long time (t max[1/γ∆b x , 1/γb], with ∆b x the typical range of b x k experienced within the envelope wavefunction), the coherence factor decays as a Gaussian,
. We then address the case of Hahn-echo decay with infinite-temperature thermal states. Although for short times, we find the Hahn-echo decay envelope to be of the form
4 ], for long times coherence dynamics is very rich, displaying revivals, incomplete decay due to motional averaging, or exponential decay (reflecting a Markovian limit), depending on the particular physical setting and associated parameters.
A. Free-induction decay with narrowed states Substituting Eq. (10) for h k (τ ) into Eq. (17), which gives the coherence factor for a bath initially in a narrowed state, we obtain
The term that grows as ∼ t 2 in the argument of the exponential in C(t) dominates for t max(1/γ∆b
x , 1/γb), resulting in an approximate Gaussian decay,
where s is taken over all nuclear species s in the material, such that ν s , I s , and γ s are, respectively, the relative abundance, nuclear spin, and gyromagnetic ratio of species s. We have also defined Σ 2 s as a sum over nuclei k s belonging to the same species s, which depends on the geometry of the magnetic field through b x ks and on the electron wavefunction through A ks . Explicit formulas for Σ 2 s are given in Appendix E for various geometries. Thus, in this typical narrowed-state free-induction decay scenario, we find Gaussian decay with inverse decay
As mentioned in Section III B and as will be shown explicitly in Section V B 2, this behavior results from the Gaussian approximation, which breaks down when the number N of nuclear spins interacting with the electron spin is not sufficiently large.
B. Hahn echo
We now consider the coherence factor when the nuclear-spin bath is in an infinite-temperature thermal state. The relevant coherence factor is given by Eq. (16) . Substituting h k (t) → h HE k (t) from Eq. (12) into Eq. (16), we find
This sum can be simplified further in various physically meaningful cases which are discussed in this section. The most straightforward way to reduce Eq. (23) is through a short-time approximation. Expanding sin 4 (ω k t/2) to leading order in ω k t/2 yields
Thus, under the short-time approximation, decay occurs within a dephasing time T ∇ 2,e , defined such that C sh (2T ∇ 2,e ) = 1/e. As will be shown in Section V A, this dephasing mechanism can dominate other processes (electron-nuclear flip-flops and nuclear dipolar interactions), which have given rise to decay measured in GaAs singlet-triplet qubits.
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Thus, while a transverse magnetic-field gradient can enhance dephasing, this enhancement can be controlled or Finally, when b ∆b
The time-dependence of the resulting sum over k then strongly depends on geometry. Therefore, we have derived explicit formulas for that sum limiting ourselves to single electrons in single and double dots in 2D, with Gaussian orbital wavefunctions. In both cases, we take b 
where A s is the total hyperfine coupling strength for nuclear spins of species s. We have also defined δb x ≡ r 0 ∂ z b x | z=0 , the variation of b x over the single-dot Bohr radius r 0 . This is to be distinguished from ∆b x , the variation of b
x over the length-scale of the whole device, which becomes ∆b
Thus, we find Markovian decay when the broadening of nuclear spin precession frequencies due to the gradient ∼ γδb x M exceeds the nuclear-field fluctuations ∼ A/ √ N . This behavior is not obtained in our model for double dots. Indeed, in that geometry, all nuclei that interact significantly with the electron spin are subject to a finite magnetic field, with average value ±(l/2) ∂ z B
x | z=0 , with l the inter-dot spacing, the sign depending on which dot a nuclear-spin occupies. Averaging over the angular degree-of-freedom and evaluating the sum in Eq. (23), we find that the double-dot geometry prevents the occurrence of a Markovian regime at long times, and that we rather have lim t→∞ C th (2t) = C 0 , C 0 being a constant. In other words, in a double quantum dot, a very strong transverse field gradient alone can lead to motional averaging, in contrast to the single-dot case where a longitudinal field is needed. This qualitative difference in behavior between single and double dots is illustrated in Fig. 4(c) .
V. PHYSICAL REALIZATIONS
In the previous sections, we have found the main features of the coherence dynamics under a magnetic-field gradient. The purpose of the present section is to predict whether these features could be measured in common materials used in current-day experiments. In particular, we find conditions under which this decoherence mechanism dominates over the leading dephasing sources known in these materials in the absence of a magnetic-field gradient. We focus on quantum dots in both GaAs and Si, and also investigate the case of single P donors in Si. Unless otherwise specified, for numerical evaluation, we have used hyperfine coupling constants and gyromagnetic ratios for the considered materials from the literature.
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A. GaAs quantum dots
We first check how the inverse decay time, 1/T Thus, for sufficiently large b, dephasing due to the gradient will always dominate over flip-flop decay. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , where the dephasing rates are compared assuming typical parameters 17, 18, 41 for a GaAs quantum dot and a magnetic-field gradient of 1 T/µm. In this particular case, 1/T ∇ 2 dominates over the entire magnetic-field range considered.
In addition to flip-flops, nuclear dipolar interactions could also potentially lead to decay on a shorter time scale than the mechanisms considered here. We now consider the case of GaAs singlet-triplet qubits, in which Hahn-echo dephasing dynamics without externally applied magnetic-field gradients has been extensively studied. Section IV B therefore apply equally well to the coherence of a singlet-triplet qubit [where, for a singlet-triplet qubit, C(t) measures coherence between the states | ↑↓ and | ↓↑ ]. However, a finite value of ∆b x = 0 will typically lead to spin flips, resulting in leakage out of the {|S , |T 0 } subspace. Here, ∆b
and ψ L(R) (r) is a singleparticle envelope function localized on the left (right) dot. The magnetic-field configuration illustrated in Fig. 2(a) leads, for example, to ∆b x = 0 and consequently to finite leakage due to spin flips. One way to circumvent this leakage (as discussed below) would be to arrange a "sawtooth" magnetic-field configuration, as shown in Fig. 3(d) .
We now make predictions for Hahn-echo dephasing under a magnetic-field gradient, using parameters from an experiment by Bluhm et al.,
2 in which the Hahn-echo dephasing time for a singlet-triplet spin qubit in GaAs is measured as a function of a magnetic field B, with no applied gradient, b x k = 0. We consider the effect of a weak transverse gradient ∂ z B
x | z=0 = 0.25 T/µm, corresponding to ∆B x = ∆b x /g * µ B = 50 mT. From Eq. (26), with Σ 2 s taken from Eq. (E4), we estimate the critical field for motional averaging to be B c ∼ 225 mT. Thus, it is possible to set ∆B x < B < B c , such that leakage outside the S-T 0 subspace remains small, but loss of electronspin coherence due to the gradient is observed. In that regime, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , the dynamics of the coherence factor is well-described by Eq. (24), which assumes a short-time expansion. Equation (24) predicts decay in a time T ∇ 2,e 116 ns, while the Hahn-echo measurements without the gradient yield a dephasing time T 2,e ∼ 600 ns for B = 45 mT. Thus, our model predicts that introducing a transverse magnetic-field gradient of only 0.25 T/µm in that experiment would severely decrease coherence times. However, as illustrated by Fig. 3(c), taking B B c would drive this system to a motional-averaging regime, avoiding rapid decay from the magnetic-field gradient.
Finally, we stress that the results of the previous paragraph correspond to a best-case scenario for the geometry of Fig. 2(a) using a singlet-triplet qubit, where all leakage out of the computational subspace has been neglected. With the magnetic-field distribution B
x (r) of Fig. 2(a) , there would be no leakage due to spin flips for a bonding/antibonding molecular state ψ ± (r) with equal weight on right and left dots, chosen such that 
B. Silicon
We now apply our model to electron-spin qubits in Si, considering quantum dots and single P donors. Mainly because the density of nuclear spins is much lower than in GaAs, the hyperfine field in Si is much smaller. Indeed, in natural Si, which contains 4.7% 29 Si nuclei, we typically have 4, 43, 45 A ∼ 100 neV. Without a magneticfield gradient, for the isotopic concentration of natural silicon, Witzel et al. (see Fig. 23 of Ref. 46) have calculated a Hahn-echo dephasing time T 2,e between 100 and 300 µs in both quantum dots and single donors (including hyperfine interaction and dipoledipole couplings). These values are also supported by experiments performed on phosphorus-doped silicon at low concentration. 47, 48 Neglecting dipole-dipole and flip-flop interactions, our model predicts dephasing times due to a moderate magnetic-field gradient that are shorter than this 100-µs timescale. We will therefore neglect contributions to dephasing from flip-flop and dipolar interactions in the remainder of this section, focusing on the dominant magnetic-field-gradient mechanism.
Silicon quantum dots
We first discuss results for narrowed-state freeinduction decay. Fig. 4(a) shows 1/T ∇ 2 as predicted from Eq. (21) for B ranging from 30 mT to 10 T. For B < 100 mT and for the parameters described in the caption of Fig. 4 , T ∇ 2 is smaller than 10 µs, i.e. at least an order of magnitude shorter than 2T 2,e taken from Ref. 46 , illustrated by the shaded gray area. However, for B > 1 T, T ∇ 2 can be pushed beyond 100 µs, providing a way to avoid most of this additional dephasing. Fig. 4(b) shows the coherence dynamics of a spin in a single quantum dot. Interestingly, for b ∼ δb x (with δb x ≡ r 0 ∂ z b x | z=0 ), the result deviates from pure Gaus-
2 ) behavior. The coherence factor C(t) displays additional envelope modulations at the nuclear-spin precession frequency, ∼ γb. This effect is illustrated in the lower plot of Fig. 4(b) . The agreement between the Magnus expansion and the exact solution is very good and even reproduces these small oscillations. Precise conditions for the validity of the Magnus expansion are derived in Appendix C. We find qualitatively similar results to those presented in Fig. 4(b) for a single spin in a double dot.
Because of the smallness of A in silicon, the critical gradients required for both motional averaging and exponential decay in HE decay that were obtained in Section IV B are much smaller than in GaAs. Indeed, for a single dot, exponential decay from the onset of a Markovian regime would require δb
2 T in GaAs, while in silicon such a regime is obtained for δb x /g * µ B > δb 21). We take a magnetic-field gradient ∂zB
x | z=0 = 1T/µm and a quantum-dot Bohr radius r0 = 15 nm, with inter-dot spacing l = 80 nm in the double-dot case. We also take a total hyperfine coupling A = 210 neV and N = 10 4 from Refs. 4 and 43. Shaded gray area: range of total HE inverse dephasing times 2T2,e in Si without a magnetic field gradient. principle, be observed by tuning δb x /g * µ B from ∼ 20 mT to a value > 100 mT, as illustrated in the left plot of Fig. 4(c) , though sustaining such a large gradient on a length-scale of ∼ 15 nm may pose a challenge with current technology. Additionally, the right-hand-side plot of Fig. 4(c) shows that, consistent with Section IV B, the coherence properties of a double dot in the long-time limit are radically different from those of a single dot. Indeed, for large ∆B x , rather than reaching a Markovian regime, the gradient can induce motional averaging. Both the single-and double-dot calculations shown here are performed with B = 0 to emphasize that the gradient itself is the source of that behavior, though calculations for a small but finite field of B ∼ 1 mT (required to justify the secular-hyperfine coupling assumption) give similar results. 
Phosphorus donors in silicon
We now turn to single phosphorus donor spin qubits in silicon 15, 16, 49 (Si:P). In this system, the logical qubit is the spin of a single electron bound to the phosphorus atom. The P nucleus has a finite spin I = 1/2. When b is much larger than the strength of the coupling between the electron spin and the donor nuclear spin, A SI , the system is well-described by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1). The relevant crossover magnetic field is A SI /(g * µ B ) ∼ 1 mT, which can be achieved with a moderate applied magnetic field. 49 First, we calculate the evolution of coherence in narrowed-state FID. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , Eq. (18) (solid black line) predicts Gaussian decay with time constant T ∇ 2 65 µs, much smaller than 2T 2,e ∼ 600 µs 50 measured in the absence of a magnetic-field gradient.
47,48
However, the corresponding exact solution, calculated from Eq. (6) and illustrated by the red line deviates from a Gaussian in the long-time limit. Indeed, after a shortlived Gaussian-dominated behavior, the exact solution exhibits an exponential tail. Yet, according to Eq. (C7), the Magnus expansion should converge rapidly for up to δB x = δb x /g * µ B ∼ 600 mT, which is overwhelmingly larger than δB x = 3 mT, as chosen here. We thus turn to the other approximation introduced in the derivation of Eq. (18): the Gaussian approximation.
To rigorously check that non-Gaussian contributions are responsible for this divergence in behavior, we notice that for I = 1 2 , which is the case for a bath of 29 Si nuclei, the exponential in Eq. (15), e iδχX(τ ) , can be expanded using the identity
where v is an arbitrary vector andσ is the vector of Pauli matrices (σ x ,σ y ,σ z ). Doing so, the coherence factor can be expressed as a product,
(31) We thus find an expression for the coherence factor under the leading-order Magnus expansion that includes nonGaussian corrections if we replace h k (t) by its value given in Eq. (10). The result for single donors is given by the blue dots in Fig. 5(a) . Strikingly, the leading-order Magnus expansion overlaps with the exact solution, clearly showing the breakdown of the Gaussian approximation for small nuclear-spin baths.
Though finding a criterion for the validity of the Gaussian approximation directly from Eq. (31) is not a straightforward task, an order-of-magnitude estimate is sufficient here. As explained in Appendix D, nonGaussian corrections are suppressed only as a weak power of N (∼ 1/N 1/4 ). Thus, N must be fairly large for the Gaussian approximation to work, a few hundreds typically not being sufficient. Indeed, for N = 250, we have N 1/4 3.97 ∼1. As illustrated by the dashed gray lines in Fig. 5 , as N increases, the exponential tail due to the non-Gaussian corrections fades away, with dephasing becoming almost entirely Gaussian for N ∼ 2000. To generate this plot, as N is increased, we have adjusted A to keep the ratio N 5/6 γb/A constant, such that the criterion for convergence of the Magnus expansion expressed by Eq. (C7) remains satisfied.
Finally, Fig. 5(b) gives the evolution of the coherence factor under Hahn echo for a nuclear-spin bath initially in an infinite-temperature thermal state. From Eq. (26), we find that the critical magnetic field for the onset of motional averaging is B c ∼ 19 mT. This is confirmed by the exact solution of Eq (6), as shown by the points in Fig. 5(b) . In past experiments, 16 an external field B ∼ 1 T has been used. For magnetic-field gradients of ∼ 1 T/µm, these experiments would be deep in the motional averaging regime, making dephasing due to the magnetic-field gradient completely reversible by Hahn echo. On a separate note, for Hahn echo, the predictions from the combination of Magnus expansion and Gaussian approximation closely fit with the exact solution, as illustrated by the solid lines. This does not contradict the results of Appendix D, since the criteria found there are sufficient but not necessary conditions for non-Gaussian contributions to be negligible.
Finally, from Eq. (23), we obtain a criterion for Markovian Hahn-echo decay due to a magnetic-field gradient that is very similar to Eq. (29) , except that A k values are taken for d = 3, q = 1. We find that Markovian behavior in single donors requires δB x ∼ 100 mT. With r 0 = 3 nm, this would require a gradient ∂ z B
x | z=0 > 30 T/µm, which could be technically very difficult to achieve. Larger quantum dots such as those discussed in Section V B 1 would thus be more appropriate to observe that behavior.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the free-induction decay and Hahnecho dynamics of an electron spin interacting with a nuclear-spin bath in the presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field. Accounting for only secular hyperfine coupling, we have given exact solutions for spin coherence in terms of a product of O(N ) matrices. Additionally, we have found closed-form simple analytical expressions within a leading-order Magnus expansion and Gaussian approximation.
In the case of free-induction decay, the coherence factor typically decays as ∼ e −t 2 . In the case of Hahn echo, we have found ∼ e −t 4 dephasing if the longitudinal magnetic field is below a known threshold, B B c , above which this system enters a motional-averaging regime characterized by an incomplete decay of spin coherence. For electron spins in single quantum dots, a large transverse magnetic-field gradient decreases the nuclear-spin correlation time, leading to Markovian (exponential) rather than ∼ e −t 4 echo dephasing. In contrast, for spins in double quantum dots we rather obtain motional averaging and an associated incomplete coherence decay in the limit of a large uniform magnetic-field gradient.
We have further investigated the relevance of the above results to three physical systems: quantum dots in GaAs or Si and single P donors in Si. In each case, the inverse dephasing time due to the magnetic-field gradient mechanism 1/T ∇ 2 can be much larger than those due to electron- Fig. 3(c) ]. Additionally, we have found that single quantum dots in Si would be best suited to observe a cross-over between non-Markovian and Markovian dephasing. Finally, we have shown that the Gaussian approximation fails to correctly predict decoherence in small systems such as single P donors in Si. This result highlights the difference between spin baths and bosonic baths, for which Wick's theorem allows for exact suppression of all non-Gaussian contributions.
The model developed here applies directly to heavyhole spin qubits, for which flip-flop terms can be suppressed through confinement and the secular-hyperfine limit can be reached even for very weak external magnetic fields. 33 Our results may also give insight into dephasing in spin-orbit qubits in InAs nanowires, 34, 35 where strain leads to inhomogeneous nuclear quadrupolar interactions that may decorrelate the nuclear-spin system as in the case of a magnetic-field gradient. In this Appendix, we obtain expressions for the hyperfine coupling strengths A k for three possible geometries: (i) one electron in a single dot; (ii) one electron in the (bonding or antibonding) delocalized molecular state of a symmetric double quantum dot; (iii) two electrons in a double quantum dot (each in the localized |L and |R states), in the S-T 0 basis. Fig. 2 helps to visualize the problem in two dimensions.
Case (i) has already been treated in the literature,
5
yielding for an electron wavefunction of the form ψ(r) = 
(A2) For d = 2, θ k is the polar angle that locates the nuclear spin k, while for d = 3, θ k and ϕ k are, respectively, the polar and azimuthal angles. As in Ref. 5 , we define N as the number of nuclear spins within the Bohr radius r 0 and label the spins in increasing order of r k , such that r k /r 0 = (k/N ) 1/d . Thus, for an electron in dot σ, the hyperfine couplings are given by
with η ≡ l/2r 0 , the dimensionless separation of the double dot, and A σ 0 is obtained from the normalization con-
In the case of a single electron shared by two dots of the same size and at the same electrical potential, the electron wavefunction is ψ ± (r) =
[ψ L (r)±ψ R (r)], treating both symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (−) superpositions at the same time. In order to calculate A σ 0 and thus obtain A ± k , we assume an isotropic distribution of nuclear spins and N 1 and evaluate A = k A ± k by converting k to an integral to obtain for d = q = 2
(A4) In the above, we have defined A ± k as the hyperfine coupling strength for nuclear spin k when the electron wavefunction is ψ ± (r). As expected, A + k tends toward the single-dot expression [Eq. (A1)] for η ∝ l → 0.
Hyperfine couplings for case (iii) are obtained in a similar way, however it is first required to map the Hamiltonian of a singlet-triplet qubit to Eq. (1). This is done in Appendix B.
is the electron Zeeman splitting along x in the localized orbital state of dot i. For a magnetic field B x (z) that is an odd function of z, as shown in Fig. 2, b x = 0. The term ∝ ∆b x above typically does not vanish, and thus may lead to leakage out of the S-T 0 subspace. This leakage can, however, be suppressed if b ∆b x . In this limit, we neglect the term ∝ ∆b x and takeτ x → 2Ŝ z in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (B1), which approximately maps it to Eq. (1), provided we replace
The coherence factor then corresponds to the off-diagonal element of the density matrix in the {| ↑↓ , | ↓↑ } basis. Using the results of Appendix A, we find (d = q = 2)
We estimate corrections to the above mapping for finite ∆b x from the leakage probability, 1 − P ST0 (t) , wherê P ST0 ≡ |S S| + |T 0 T 0 |. We have evaluated P ST0 (t) within time-dependent perturbation theory to leading order in ∆b x /b and A k /ω k . This calculation predicts the onset of a stationary leakage probability ∼ (∆b x /b) 2 after a time ∼ √ N /A. In principle, this probability could grow over time if other processes that can decorrelate the electron and nuclear spins were included, such as nuclear dipolar interactions. In that case, we expect the leakage probability to grow on a time scale ∼ (b/∆b x ) 2 τ c , with τ c the correlation time of the nuclear-spin bath. In bulk GaAs, τ c ∼ 100 µs can be estimated from the NMR linewidth. 52 We therefore expect the approximate mapping to give an accurate representation of dynamics in the singlet-triplet basis for times t 100 µs whenever ∆b x /b 1.
Appendix C: Validity of the Magnus expansion
Using the Gaussian approximation, we showed in Section III B that the coherence factor is of the form
, as expressed in Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) . The field h k (t) is then obtained from the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) with a zeroth-order Magnus expansion. To subleading order in that expansion, we would have, for α ∈ {x, y, z}
In the rest of this Appendix, we drop the α index to ease notation. In the above expression, h
2 is the leading term, considered in the main body of the paper, while h
, are subleading. Note that we have dropped terms containing odd powers of A k b x k because they cancel out when summed over k due to the symmetries of |ψ(r)| 2 and B x (r). We will now establish criteria for the leading term to dominate the subleading ones, and hence for the Magnus expansion to be valid.
The n-th order term in the Magnus expansion involves n + 1 integrals over time of v k (t), which is given by Eq. (8) . Roughly speaking, each integral of a sine generates a factor cos ω k t/ω k in h (n) k , while each integral of a cosine generates a factor t sin ω k t. Thus, we find such that
Using an order-of-magnitude estimate of the sum over k, this gives three critical times (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) for which each of the above terms can be of order 1. In the limit where b ∆b x , we find
while in the opposite limit (b ∆b x ), we get
If t crit = min{t i } is shorter than the predicted dephasing time from the leading-order Magnus expansion, we conclude that the approximation is not valid. This approach is especially convenient to fix a validity condition for narrowed-state free-induction decay, since there is no motional averaging in that regime. For b ∆b x , comparing T ∇ 2 from Eq. (21) to the above three timescales sets three criteria on ∆b x , of which the most stringent is λ ≡ ∆b Table I . These numbers allow us to conclude that keeping only the leading order in the Magnus expansion is a good approximation in all the free-induction cases considered here.
For Hahn-echo decay, it is less convenient to fix a boundary on parameters, because motional averaging can keep coherence finite for long times. Thus, we directly study the timescales beyond which the Magnus expansion can fail. These timescales are calculated in dots and donor impurities for the various parameter regimes studied in this paper and are presented in Table II . In situations where decay occurs in a finite time T ∇ 2e , that decay time is always shorter than t crit , except in single donors. In situations where motional averaging is predicted, no discrepancy between the Magnus expansion and the exact numerical solution is seen. We emphasize that the analysis done here only gives us critical timeswhich is the Gaussian approximation used in Section III B and throughout the paper.
To justify the omission of the moments of order larger than two, we invoke the large number N of nuclei. Indeed, there are roughly N times less elements in a sum of the form k1...kn over moments of order 3 than in a similar sum over moments of order 2. Furthermore, in both thermal and narrowed states, we find that moments of odd order vanish. Thus, in order to find the conditions under which the Gaussian approximation is justified, we estimate the importance of the sum over fourth-order moments. Considering only products of these fourth-order moments, we find that the non-Gaussian contributions are of the order of n n! the number of ways to group 4n terms into strings of four. For a nuclear-spin bath initially in a narrowed state, this leads us to
For b ∆b x , this becomes , and thus that non-Gaussian contributions only decay as a weak power law as N is increased.
In the case of Hahn echo, we rather find
Taking b ∆b x , if the short-time expansion is valid, we can expand the sines and cosines in the fields h α k (t) to leading order in t. We obtain C 4 (2t) ∼ exp[(t/τ 8 ) 8 ], and we find τ 8 /T 4 /b 8 . Requiring this term to be smaller than the equivalent amplitude for the Gaussian term, discussed in Section IV B, we find that the following criterion must be met λ = ∆b
This criterion is easily satisfied in all materials studied here, even in single P donor impurities in Si, in accordance with the fact that the Gaussian approximation does not fail to predict motional averaging in that material [see Fig. 5(b) ].
Appendix E: Σ 2 s for relevant geometries
As shown in Section IV, both the free-induction and Hahn-echo dephasing times can be linked to the sum Σ for various geometries. To simplify the notation, we will drop the species index s. In all cases, we assume a transverse magnetic field of the form B
x (r) = βz, with β a constant, such that
where θ k is the polar angle locating nucleus k and nuclei are labeled with increasing r k , as in Appendix A. We have also defined δb x ≡ r 0 ∂ z b x | z=0 . Using Eqs. (A1) and (E1), we calculate Σ 2 for a single dot assuming an isotropic distribution of nuclear spins, with N large enough to convert the sum into an integral. We obtain
In the specific case of d = q = 2, this yields Σ 2 = (Aδb x ) 2 /8N . For double dots with d = q = 2, we rather use Eqs. (A4) and (B3) for A k . In the case of a single electron with a symmetric (+) or antisymmetric (−) delocalized wavefunction ψ ± (r) as in Appendix A, we get 
